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About our Project

Preservation of Electronic Government Information (PEGI) is a two-year 
initiative to address national concerns regarding the preservation of electronic 
government information by cultural memory organizations for long term use by 
the citizens of the United States.

Shari Laster, Head, Open Stack Collections at Arizona State University; Member 
of PEGI Project Steering Committee

For more information, visit: https://www.pegiproject.org/ 

https://www.pegiproject.org/
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Three Questions

● What categories of born-digital government information have long-term 
value for research purposes?

● What risks might threaten the long-term survival of this information?
● What strategies could lead to better coordination of digital collection, 

preservation, and access efforts; and what are some logical priorities, 
opportunities, or barriers to such collaborative actions?

● http://bit.ly/PEGI3QSurvey 

http://bit.ly/PEGI3QSurvey
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Digital Library Federation

The Digital Library Federation is a robust and increasingly diverse and inclusive community of 
practitioners who advance research, learning, social justice, and the public good through the creative 
design and wise application of digital library technologies.

Rachel Mattson, Curator of the Tretter Collection for GLBT Studies at the University of Minnesota 
Libraries; Founder & co-leader of DLF's interest group on Government Records Transparency & 
Accountability

Brandon Locke, Director of LEADR at Michigan State University; Founder & co-organizer of Endangered 
Data Week

For more information, visit: https://www.diglib.org/ 

https://www.diglib.org/


The Digital Library Federation’s Government Records 
Transparency + Accountability interest group

+

Endangered Data Week

Rachel Mattson (Univ. of Minnesota Libraries) + 
Brandon Locke (Michigan State Univ.)



DLF’s
Government Records 
Transparency + Accountability
interest group 



The DLF IG on Gov’t Records Transparency/Acocountability 
seeks to:

● “support a broader culture of records transparency in the 
digital age” and

● “provoke wide-ranging consideration of, and action related to, 
the creation, accessibility, and preservation of materials 
created by local, state, and federal governments.”

“In doing this work, we act on our belief that the free flow of 
government information is fundamental to a democratic society 
and that, as such, we want to work to ensure that information 
created by our governments is capably preserved and freely 
accessible to the public.”



● Census data

● Records related to immigrant detention

● Documents obtained through FOIA requests 

● Data about the conduct of law enforcement officers

● Stuff that falls out of the official category of “government 
information” as defined by FDLP

Categories our interest group has explored that, it turns out, 
are useful + urgent to think about, and with:



https://wiki.diglib.org/Transparency-Accountability

https://wiki.diglib.org/Transparency-Accountability


endangereddataweek.org



endangereddataweek.org

EDW 2017 & 2018: 100+ events sponsored 
by 50 organizations & institutions



github.com/endangereddataweek/resourcesmedium.com/read-write-participate/tackling-threats-to-public-data-access-
with-the-endangered-data-week-open-curriculum-7cf65b770a40



endangereddataweek.org

Toward a culture of data consciousness

● Collect stories about how people have used data for research, 
advocacy, or business and stories about data loss

● Develop a community of people who work with and care about open 
datasets

● Generate media attention about threats to data access
● Work for strong federal, state, and local open data policies 
● Increase data skills and competencies among students and colleagues
● Continue to shed light on social, technical, and political threats to data 

collections
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Center for Research Libraries

The Center for Research Libraries (CRL) is an international consortium of 
university, college, and independent research libraries. Founded in 1949, CRL 
supports original research and inspired teaching in the humanities, sciences, 
and social sciences by preserving and making available to scholars a wealth of 
rare and uncommon primary source materials from all world regions.

Bernard F. Reilly, President

For more information, visit: https://www.crl.edu/ 

https://www.crl.edu/
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EDGI

The Environmental Data & Governance Initiative (EDGI) is an international 
network of academics and non-profits addressing potential threats to federal 
environmental and energy policy, and to the scientific research infrastructure 
built to investigate, inform, and enforce them.

Justin Schell, Director, Shapiro Design Lab; Member of EDGI

For more information, visit: https://envirodatagov.org/ 

https://envirodatagov.org/
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PPEH & DataRefuge Project

We are a collective of scholars, students, artists, scientists, and educators whose mission is to 
generate local and global awareness and engagement in the emergent area of the environmental 
humanities.

We are storytellers, weaving the common roots of our natural heritage into an interdisciplinary 
narrative. We aim to be a bridge between islands, a thread among branches, a lab for reflection and 
action.

Bethany Wiggin, Founding Director, Penn Program in Environmental Humanities 

Patricia Kim, PPEH Fellow

For more information, visit: http://www.ppehlab.org/ 

http://www.ppehlab.org/


Data Refuge launched November 2016 in Philadelphia to draw attention to how climate denial endangers 
federal environmental data. With the help of thousands of civic partners and volunteers, the project spread 
rapidly to over fifty cities and towns across the country. Now, beginning in January 2018, Data Refuge is 
building a storybank to document how data lives in the world - and how it connects to people, places, and 
non-human species and change their future. 

By demonstrating climate and environmental data’s diverse uses and values, Data Refuge Stories can 
advocate for future data too.



Catalog

Data 
Rescue 
CKAN
Site

Data 
Rescue 
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Stories

Data 
Surveys 
(Mad 
Libs, etc)

Dream Data 
(My favorite 
place, I wish 
I had … )

Data 
Lives 
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Obits)

Data 
Refuge  
Fellows

+

+ + +

Data 
Refuge 
Stories
Events 

=

=

Map/
Storybank

KEY:
-Data Refuge is the overall brand. It carries consistency across the different phases of the 
project for logo, social media, and naming purposes.
-The Catalog phase of the project brought about a CKAN site and a series of 50+ Data 
Rescue events at cities across the country. It concluded in summer 2017.
-The Stories phase, coordinated by the Penn Program in Environmental Humanities in 
partnership with the Union of Concerned Scientists and others, and with support from the 
National Geographic Foundation, includes Data Refuge Stories intake forms, forums for 
data storytelling, a paid Data Story Fellows program, and a national data storytelling 
competition, culminating at a convening at National Geographic in June 2019. 
-All of these stories populate the public digital research map: the Data Refuge Storybank.

Data Live 

Original 
Data Poetry 
and Plays

+

National 
Geographic 
Conference

+



*Data artists (1 visual, 1 spoken word) 
work with National Data Storybank



Core Team
Weekly Meetings (Phase 1)

● Bethany Wiggin, PPEH Faculty Director
● Paul Farber, PPEH Managing Director
● Patricia Kim, PPEH Graduate Fellow
● Hanna Morris, PPEH Graduate Fellow
● Alex Anderson, PPEH Undergraduate Fellow
● Seung-Hyun Chung, PPEH Undergraduate Fellow
● Carlos Price-Sanchez, PPEH Undergraduate Fellow 

NatGeo Grant Team
Wrote Grant Together; Focus on Phases 2-3 

● Bethany Wiggin,  PPEH Faculty Director
● Tad Schurr, PPEH Faculty
● Patricia Kim, PPEH Graduate Fellow
● Denice Ross, New America
● Sarah Wu, Office of Sustainability, City of Philadelphia

Collaborators
Monthly Meetings (Phases 1-2-3)

● Core and NatGeo Grant Teams
● Penn Libraries and Price Lab Partners
● Strategic Local and National Collaborators (Union of Concerned Scientists, others ad hoc)



Schuylkill Corps 
Philadelphia
Dec 11
• Data Mad Libs

AGU Conference
New Orleans
Dec 11-14
• Data Mad Libs

AAAS Conference
Austin 
Feb 15–19
• Data Mad Libs ✅

Endangered Data Month 
Philadelphia
February (Various)
• Data Mad Libs
• Data Valentines

Penn Teach-In
Philadelphia ✅
March 21
• Data Mad Libs  
• Data Dice + 
Wheel of 
Fortune/Data
• Data Survey 
→ Bios

NICAR Conference
Chicago
March 8-11
• Data Mad Libs ✅

Science Festival
Philadelphia
April 28
• My Favorite Place
• I wish I had more 
___ data 

Nerd Night
Philadelphia
June TBA
• Data Mad Libs 
• Data Dice + Games
• Data Survey → Bios

✅ ✅

Phase One: Story Tools and Timeline (working)
Philadelphia-Focused with Select Partners • January–June 2018

Endangered Data 
Washington DC
Feb 27
• Data Mad Libs ✅

✅

Virtual Tools
• Survey
• Data Doggerel
• Life Stories (Linked 
In Bios, It Narratives, 
etc)
• Obits

Against Amnesia
Iowa City
March 1-3
• Talking+listening ✅

Rhizome
New York City
March 22-24
•Talking+listening 
✅

Slought Foundation
May 7
Performing Data
data poetry, three data 
plays, and one 
on-the-spot co-created 
data reading  

https://guides.library.upenn.edu/LoveDataMonth


Data Mad Libs Data Survey Data Valentines

Storybank

Postcards

Metadata Icons (data.gov)

Selected Tools and Assets 

Blog + Podcast:  
Life Stories + Obits

Link to Survey:
http://bit.ly/2o3Z9Bk

My favorite place

https://upenn.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_d4HGVabLMXC3hFb
http://bit.ly/2o3Z9Bk


Enviro Data Bios Theatricalizing Data Data Storybank

Selected Tools and Assets 
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SPARC

SPARC is a global coalition committed to making Open the default for research 
and education. SPARC empowers people to solve big problems and make new 
discoveries through the adoption of policies and practices that advance Open 
Access, Open Data, and Open Education.

Heather Joseph, Executive Director

For more information, visit: https://sparcopen.org/ 

https://sparcopen.org/
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Questions?

Contact us at info@pegiproject.org

Funded by National Leadership Grants for Libraries 
(Award #: LG-88-17-0129-17)

mailto:info@pegiproject.org
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Three Questions

● What categories of born-digital government information have long-term 
value for research purposes?

● What risks might threaten the long-term survival of this information?
● What strategies could lead to better coordination of digital collection, 

preservation, and access efforts; and what are some logical priorities, 
opportunities, or barriers to such collaborative actions?

● http://bit.ly/PEGI3QSurvey 

http://bit.ly/PEGI3QSurvey

